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Introduction from the Ombudsman, Judi Jones

Binding Network and Service standards should be introduced

•
•

•
•

Case study 1: Service unusable because of inadequate infrastructure
A consumer purchased a property in a development serviced by an alternative infrastructure provider. The
consumer complained to us because their voice and internet service was unusable. Their service was not
working because the development’s network infrastructure could not support the level of use from the
development. The consumer’s retail service provider told the consumer the infrastructure provider could
not afford to make upgrades to the network.
Implementing minimum service standards will provide a mechanism for improving inadequate network
infrastructure.

Reducing developer non-compliance

•
•

•

Case study 2: Consumer must wait six months for connection
In December 2017, the consumer asked their retail service provider connect telecommunications services
to their new property. The retail service provider told the consumer that as their developer became
insolvent before the order for connection, they were now responsible for providing NBN a ‘prequalification’ form arrange their telecommunications infrastructure to be connected. The provider told the
consumer that once the form was submitted, it would take six months to arrange connection.
If the developer was required to arrange the connection of telecommunications infrastructure before
selling the premises, this scenario is less likely to happen.

Case study 3: It took a consumer seven years to connect a service
In 2012, a consumer purchased a vacant lot which had been subdivided by the previous owner. The
consumer built a new home on the subdivided land. In the same year and before moving in, the consumer
contacted their retail service provider to arrange for the telecommunications infrastructure to be
connected. The consumer’s service was not connected until 2019.
The provider did not tell the consumer her area became NBN ready in 2014 and for another five years, she
continued to deal with the incorrect Provider. The Provider eventually told her to take her application to
NBN co. If the policy and process were clearer, both the consumer and Provider would understand the
correct process more quickly.

IPOLR obligations should be strengthened

•
•
•

Case study 4: Alternative infrastructure provider cannot provide service
A consumer moved into a premise serviced by an alternative infrastructure provider in 2017. Infrastructure
had been installed at the premise, but the consumer could not connect any fixed-line service. He contacted
his provider, who told him the alternative infrastructure provider was unable to get power to the
development’s network.
It would be a better outcome if the consumer had the option to request a fixed-line connection to an IPOLR

